Modern War and Dead Cities

Coventry, November 1940

1: The First World War:
Zeppelins and Gothas over London

The Kaiser gave conditional
approval for Zeppelin raids on
Britain to commence on 10
January 1915. London remained
excluded as a target until the first
raid on the capital on 31 May
1915.
In 1915 -16 there were 59 air raids
on Britain,
42 by airship, 17 by aircraft;
8 of the attacks were on London.

Lighting restrictions
‘From early October [1914], Lighting
Orders restricted the display of lights
outside. On 9 October, the Commissioner of
the Metropolitan Police issued an “Official
Warning” about lighting in London under section
7A of the Defence of the Realm Act 1914
(DORA – which gave the Government sweeping
powers in wartime):
‘All external private lighting not needed to secure the
safety of traffic should be discontinued.
‘Some businesses and other establishments are still
maintaining interior lighting which is of too great
intensity and illuminates the road way.
‘The Commissioner of Police is advised that such
lighting represents, under certain circumstances, a
source of danger to the particular neighbourhood and
to the community at large.
‘The police have been given directions to take the
actions necessary to ensure that the orders restricting
lighting are carried out both in letter and in spirit.’

A.C. Gow, Zeppelin over Piccadilly Circus

‘… the streets of the City – dark, empty, silent. Very few of the street lamps were burning, and
these were so masked that their light fell only at their feet. As I walked through King Street and
Queen Victoria Street to my office I could not catch even the faintest or most distant sound of
traffic. The public-houses close at ten. The town clocks are silent and at night their dials are not
lighted. Big Ben has ceased to sound the quarters and the hours since the middle of last month.
So all the mighty heart of London was still. But the sky was being lit up and pierced by flashing
searchlights. What a thought, amazing and affrighting, that if the period of war to life and
property are ever to touch us they will fall from the sky!’
Michael MacDonagh, November 1914

Searchlights over London
T.B. Meteyard, 1917

‘The darkness of Paris holds more than a candle to the blackness of London; it is positively
dazzling by comparison. The intense gloom into which we were precipitated on our arrival
last night was more than depressing; it was stifling! Riding from Waterloo to the hotel in a
wheezy taxi […] I got my first impression of London by night in wartime. So impenetrable
was the darkness that I did not know when we were crossing Waterloo Bridge. Then the
curious sensation that there were thousands of people near you, but invisible.
‘The Strand was crowded with a double row of pedestrians four to six abreast walking
slowly, talking in low tones. The occasional coarse laugh of a girl or the raucous hail of a
soldier to his mate revealed the presence of the crowd and its composition – even without
the aid of frequent glimmers of light as the shaded doors of the “pubs” opened to admit or
exude customers – for it was not yet 9.30 p.m. closing time. A few carefully hooded lights
indicated the theatres, which formerly presented blazing façades. It was not till I got inside
the inner lobby of the hotel that I saw light for the first time since reaching London.’
Milton Valentine Synder, February 1918

From ‘The Darkness of Wartime’ at https://greatwarlondon.wordpress.com/2014/10/23/the-darkness-of-wartime

First Zeppelin raid on London
31 May 1915

‘Twenty minutes later we were over London. There below us its great expanse lay spread. I
knew it all so well. I had spent several months there five years before.
There seemed to have been little effort to dim the city. There were the
old familiar landmarks – St. Paul’s, the Houses of Parliament, and Buckingham Palace,
dreaming in the light of the moon which had now risen. I glanced at the clock. It was ten
minutes to eleven. The quivering altimeter showed that our height was 10,000 feet. …
‘There was tension as I leaned out of one of the gondola portholes and
surveyed the lacework of lighted streets and squares. An icy wind lashed my
face. I mounted the bombing platform. My finger hovered on the button that
electronically operated the bombing apparatus. Then I pressed it. We
waited. Minutes seemed to pass before, above the humming song of the
engines, there arose a shattering roar. Was it fancy that there also leaped
from far below the faint cries of tortured souls? I pressed again. A cascade of
orange sparks shot upwards, and a billow of incandescent smoke drifted slowly away to
reveal a red gash of raging fire on the face of the wounded city. One by one, every thirty
seconds, the bombs moaned and burst.’
Major Erich Linarz, commander LZ.38 [31 May 1915: London’s first Zeppelin raid]

A deadly intimacy

Liverpool St., London

‘The first daylight raid on the capital by
Gotha bombers took place on 13 June
1917. It caused 162 deaths and 426
injuries, the most by any single air
raid on Britain.
14 aircraft dropped 118 HE bombs, 72
landing within a one-mile radius of Liverpool
Street Station.
Gothas had a top speed of 140 km/hr; they
had a crew of three and carried a 500 kg
bomb load.
‘Mounting Gotha losses through the
summer forced a switch to night
bombing in September 1917.
Between June 1917 and May 1918 Gotha
bombers – joined by the
massive“Giants” (Riesenflugzeug) –
attacked London on 17 occasions and also
bombed many south-eastern coastal
towns.

Gotha bombers

There were 31 air raids on
London, which killed 670
people and injured 1962.

Notice from the Commissioner of Police:
’When the "Take Cover" notice is given the public are advised, if in the
streets, to get out of them, if in their homes, to remain there. During
daylight hours there is no difficulty in securing shelter in a building, but it is essential that it
should be in a building that affords the protection of an intervening wall or other similar
obstruction of substance. An open area below ground level affords good protection against
a bomb exploding in the street.
‘All police stations will admit throughout the 24 hours to the full extent of their
accommodation persons seeking shelter there. During the hours when they are' open, the
public in galleries museums, public libraries, and other places of public resort will be allowed
to remain on the premises till the raid is over. The tube and other railway stations
which provide secure shelter will admit the public without charge, as long
as the stations are open for traffic, and if already sheltered there, till the
raid is over, and police arrangements have been made as far as
practicable for the regulation of the persons congregating there.
Elsewhere there are numerous other buildings affording good shelter
which will be made available both day and night for the purpose. At all
police stations there is a list of those premises considered suitable. The
managers of premises affording shelter (particularly at night) are invited, upon the issue of
the "Take Cover" notice to exhibit a placard with the inscription, "Air Raid—Shelter."

19 July 1917

From 21 July 1917
‘sound-rockets’ were
fired from London fire
stations to warn the
public of an air raid;
other cities made
arrangements with
factories to use their
sirens or hooters

Routes of German bombing machines
over S.E. England, 6 December 1917

Gotha bomber

In response King George V changed the royal family name from Saxe-Coburg-Gotha to Windsor

Walter Bayes, The Underworld (1918)
More than 300,000 people used the London Underground to take shelter
during the Gotha raids between May 1917 and May 1918.
‘Conceivably … more used the Underground for shelters in proportion to the capital’s population
than in the Second World War’: Ian Beckett, The making of the First World War
By September 1917 up to 30,000 were sheltering in the Rotherhithe Tunnel each night, 10-12,000 in the
Blackwall Tunnel and up to 3,000 in the smaller Greenwich and Woolwich pedestrian tunnels.

In response to the Gotha raids the London Air Defence Area was established during the
summer of 1917 and was fully operational by September 1918

A 25-mile wide defensive ring of 110 anti-aircraft guns had been recommended but the government authorised only 34; to
avoid anti-aircraft batteries firing on British aircraft, an inner ring was developed. Known as the "Green Line", once the
raiders had crossed this line, British fighters could take over from the anti-aircraft guns and given priority to engage attack.
The last German air raid was on 19 May 1918.

2: Inter-war reflections
and admonitions

Colonial bombing

Mesopotamia (Iraq) 1920-1932

‘The Arab and Kurd now know what real bombing
means, in casualties and damage: They know that
within 45 minutes a full-sized village can be
practically wiped out and a third of its inhabitants
killed or injured.’
Squadron-Leader Arthur Harris (1924)

‘’The attack and destruction of
a desert stronghold’, 1922

‘By virtue of this new weapon,
the repercussions of war are
no longer limited by the
farthest artillery range of
guns, but can be felt directly
for hundreds and hundreds of
miles… The battlefield will
be limited only by the
boundaries of the nations at
war, and all of their citizens
will become combatants,
since all of them will be
exposed to the aerial
offensives of the enemy.
There will be no
distinction any longer
between soldiers and
civilians.’
Giulio Douhet
Il domino dell’Aria (1921)

Civilian morale and post-war planning
‘Concerned by the number of civilians that
had sought shelter in the Underground
during the First World War, in 1924 the
government set up an Air-Raid Precautions
Sub-Committee of the Committee of
Imperial Defence (CID). In the belief that
ordinary people who had no military training
would not be able to withstand the mental
and physical demands of sustained aerial
bombardment, it concluded that ‘the moral
effect of air attack is out of all proportion to
the material effect’. Sir Maurice Hankey, Secretary
of the CID, argued that victory in any future war ‘will
rest with that country whose people will endure
bombardment the longer with greater stoicism’. He
questioned the preparedness of the general public ‘who
have no realisation what is in store in the event of
another war on a large scale, and I am apprehensive that
the full realisation would come as so great a shock that
general panic would ensue’. As a result, the
primary aim of Air-Raid Precautions (ARP)
services, as defined in June 1937, was not the
protection of individuals and property from
destruction, but ‘the maintenance of the
morale of the people’.’

‘The bomber will always get through…’
Stanley Baldwin MP, 10 November 1932

I think it is well also for the man in the street to realise that there is no power
on earth that can protect him from being bombed. Whatever people may tell
him, the bomber will always get through. The only defence is in offence, which
means that you have to kill more women and children more quickly than the
enemy if you want to save yourselves… If the conscience of the young men
should ever come to feel, with regard to this one instrument [bombing] that it is
evil and should go, the thing will be done; but if they do not feel like that – well,
as I say, the future is in their hands.

‘For Army Air Service officers like
Edgar Gorrell and William “Billy”
Mitchell, the carnage and
waste that they witnessed
on the Western Front
sparked the beginning of … an
attempt to reform war by relying
on its own destructive technology
as the instrument of change. They
were convinced that the
airplane – used as a
bombing platform – offered
the means to make wars
much less lethal than
conflicts waged by armies
or navies.’

‘The bomber crews can be compared in many ways with
the men who flocked to Kitchener’s Army in 1914. The
casualty rate was roughly equal for both.’
Martin Middlebrook, The Nuremberg Raid

‘In the last war the lives of thousands of men were lost
to gain a few miles of Flanders mud that might have
little or no effect upon the course of the war. The
destruction by the RAF of vital parts of the German
war machine by comparatively inexpensive bombing
raids must have far more effect than those
bloody battles, must help to shorten the war,
and must help to save countless lives and
treasure.’
News of the World, 15 August 1943

Background: Air raid victims, Berlin, December 1943

‘A Western Front of the air’

‘Before 1939, bombing wars were
popularly expected to be short and
sharp and probably decisive. The major
offensives conducted by Germany,
Britain and the United States were
instead long drawn-out affairs,
wars of attrition with high
losses of men and machines,
with no clear-cut end and a
wide gap between ambition
and outcome, a Western Front of
the air.’

Graham Sutherland,
Devastation 1941: An East End Street

‘The background to this war, corresponding to the
Western Front of the last war, is the bombed city.’
Stephen Spender, Air raids (1943)

3: The London Blitz

Source: Brett Holman, airminded.org

Government Evacuation Scheme
developed during 1938 to remove vulnerable
civilians – especially children, pregnant women
and the disabled – from cities considered to be
at most risk from bombing to rural or remote
areas.
The first wave started on 1 September 1939
(‘Operation Pied Piper’); by January 1940
almost half the evacuees had returned home.
There was a second of evacuation in June 1940
after the fall of France
‘Billeting officers simply lined the children up
against a wall or on a stage in the village hall,
and invited potential hosts to take their pick.
Thus the phrase 'I'll take that one' became
etched on the memory of our evacuees.
Steve Davis, a clinical psychologist specialising in
the study of war trauma, says this was the first
of many moments that caused upset and
humiliation for the evacuees and put their
welfare under serious threat.’

‘Traumatic earliness’: Paul Saint-Amour

Air raid drill

The slow violence of bombing:
the Blackout

Ruskin Speare, Blackout (1942)

Domestic spaces

Friday 1st September – “…our makeshift blackout arrangements involve the use of a
light so small that it strains the eyes. It’s only ten but I’m going to bed.”
Sunday 3rd September – “I decided we could not stop indoors; the blackout curtains
made the rooms stuffy, and the light bad. We went into the town ‘to see what was
going on’… Evidently, others had come out for similar reasons, so every street corner
was ornamented with little groups of people…”
Teenage girl, Romford, Essex

‘The blackout depresses me frightfully. I was alone the other night in
a strange town and I felt like sitting down in the middle of the road
and weeping.’
Schoolteacher, Lancashire

‘My uncle visited us today. He has a blackout complex. Whenever I
switched a light on he started jumping about, crying passionately
“Put that damn thing out.” It was all quite unnecessary, as we are
well blacked out. Aunt got a bit narked. When uncle said, in
extenuation, “Well. I was in the last war,” she said, “So was I.”’
Librarian, Bristol

‘Personally I like the Blackout; to walk in the dark exercises
the mind,
star-gazing is easier, and sex more sexy.’
Eighteen-year old student

quoted in Daniel Todman, Britain’s war 1937-1941: Into Battle

Caryl Abrahams reported overhearing the following exchange in a
public shelter, in which the Warden said: ‘Are there any expectant
mothers in this shelter?’ and a woman replied: ‘Give us a chance!
We’ve only been here ten minutes!’

‘London had become two cities. The one, the daytime city where we went about our
business much as before, worked in our offices and discussed what plans we could
make for the future… The other London was the new, symbolic city of the blackout,
where one floundered about in the unaccustomed darkness of the streets, bumping
into patrolling wardens or huddled strangers…’
John Lehrmann

Pavements (sidewalks), steps and streets were marked with
white paint to help navigate the night-time city safely

Choreographing conduct
in the blackout

Joan Connew, Blackout (1942)

‘It was always disconcerting, in a black-out,
leaving the places you knew best. A particular
feeling started to creep over you, a mixture of
panic and dread: as if you were walking through a
rifle-range with a target on your back.’

‘As he put his head out, a man said “Warden,” out of the dark.
“Warden”, went on the voice irritably, “Come and see these
dreadful lights. Don’t you think you ought to put them out at
once?” Ford went down the street a few yards and found a
man in a trilby hat pointing towards the trees in Bedford
Court. There were the lights all right, two of them behind the
trees, and as they watched three more came slowly drifting
and dropping through the higher sky, red, white and orange.
“I’m afraid I can’t put those lights out,” Ford said. “You see,
those are flares dropped from German aeroplanes.”
John Strachey, Digging for Mrs Miller

A tale of two firefighters
‘You didn’t need any lights or maps to find the way… you just headed for the glow in the sky’

‘It’s no joke finding your way about in a vehicle during the blackout through back streets in a
district you and your driver have never been in before! As we were now some distance away
from the fires, and Jerry being overhead, we were proceeding without lights – except side lights
which are so dimmed as to be useless for illuminating the road.The pump in front of us had
turned round a corner.We followed and suddenly the tender bumped, lurched and went along
with two wheels on the pavement.We had only just missed dropping into a crater about
twenty feet across by ten to fifteen feet deep.The first pump had swerved the other way from
us and was stuck with its nose in a heap of debris.’

Three anti-aircraft guns flash in the dark in London, on September 20, 1940

The Air Raid Wardens Service
was created in March 1936; the
volunteer wardens were trained in
first aid, incendiary bomb control,
dealing with gas attacks and UXB.
They enforced the blackout and
‘became the eyes and ears of the
whole ARP organisation, patrolling
from their local Wardens’ Post to
report damage caused by air raids as
quickly as possible to a control centre
from which specialist services such as
[the Auxiliary Fire Service] and First
Aid Parties were mobilised to help.’
They also helped find and rescue
survivors from damaged buildings.

Incident reports
‘There is no public record of the labours of the
inter-departmental Committees, of the Boards of
Inquiry, of the Treasury minute, of the final
Cabinet minute, which settled upon the
word “incident” as the designation of
what takes place when a bomb falls on a
street. Yet how important it was to
select such a word ... So when the time came,
Whitehall had a word for it... “Incident”
cannot be held to convey very
graphically the consequences of a
bomb. Just the contrary. The word is
wonderfully colourless, dry and remote:
it touches nothing which it does not
minimise. And this, it may be supposed, was
what recommended it conclusively to the
authorities. It formed an important part of their
policy of reassurance. For while anyone might be
frightened of a bomb, who could be frightened of
an incident?’
John Strachey, Post D: some experiences of an air
raid warden (London: Gollancz, 1941)

Strachey served as a public relations officer in the
Directorate of Bombing Operations

‘At night it was a dead city. The few
small shops were barred and shuttered, and the
blocks of flats were deserted. If there was no
gunfire or drone of planes, it was quieter than
the countryside…. The silence was almost
tangible – a literally dead silence, in which there
was no life. It was difficult to believe that this
was London, whose daily uproar never sank
below a steady rumble, even in the small hours.
After 10.30 p.m., when the publichouses turned out the few hardy
regulars, the silence was complete,
only broken occasionally by the
echoing footsteps of a warden, or
policeman, on patrol.
All the population was underground.
‘When the silence grew overpowering, we went
down into a shelter to reassure ourselves that
there still was some life in this deserted city.’
Barbara Nixon, ARP Warden, Moorgate
Raiders overhead: a diary of the London Blitz

Domestic shelters
Anderson shelters were produced for use people’s gardens, while Morrison shelters (top right)
were later introduced for use indoors.

Purpose-built
air-raid shelters
These are 8 deep-level shelters
built under Clapham Common
to shelter 8,000 people;
they were completed in 1942

Public shelters

Improvised air-raid shelters

Public shelters

Aldwych Tube Station

Public shelters

Basement of Dickins & Jones department store, 1940

Luftwaffe
target map
Stylised geometries
and coloured to
enable reading in
subdued light of the
aircraft

Daylight raids soon switched to night bombing to evade fighters

Bomb Sight: interactive online mapping of the London Blitz

The first night of the Blitz
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7 September 1940, the first day of the blitz

Cranley
Gardens

Original records kept by the London Metropolitan Archives show how
war hit home one day early in September 1940, not long after the end
of the Battle of Britain. Thousands of German bombers pounded
London in a campaign that lasted 76 consecutive nights: the blitz.
Other cities suﬀered terribly too: most notably Coventry in November
that year. The London Fire Brigade records show the location of each
call out on the day - each dot here shows the incident report, so these
figures would cover hundreds of bombs
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Original records kept by the London Metropolitan Archives show how
war hit home one day early in September 1940, not long after the end
of the Battle of Britain. Thousands of German bombers pounded
London in a campaign that lasted 76 consecutive nights: the blitz.
Other cities suﬀered terribly too: most notably Coventry in November
that year. The London Fire Brigade records show the location of each
call out on the day - each dot here shows the incident report, so these
figures would cover hundreds of bombs
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‘I can’t possibly tell you of the number of bombs which have fallen, say, within one
mile of this house. Stratford, Bow and Plaistow are terribly smashed up. Bombs fell
on a number of shops in Leytonstone High Road and smashed four of them to mere
rubble. Last Saturday night was the worst. An aerial torpedo landed directly on
houses in Forest Drive West. Five were blown to pieces – not a stick of furniture
could be seen – only piles of earth, bricks and beams of timber. Eleven bodies have
been recovered and they think there are more to be found. Forty houses have been
rendered uninhabitable and scores more in the street behind have had windows,
doors, etc, destroyed.
‘I must confess that the long weary hours of waiting and listening through the night,
quite alone in the house with not a soul to talk to, are very trying, but I am
profoundly glad that Rube and the kiddies are away. This is no place for women and
children. Many folk have packed up and left here recently and I don’t blame them.
Nearly all the main-line and suburban stations are closed. However, the biggest
nuisance is the inability to shop, get a bath, haircut or go to church without being
disturbed by the raids.’
Letter from Will, an ARP warden and schoolteacher in Leytonstone,
to his brother in Wales, 18 September 1940

‘They came just after dark, and somehow you could sense from the quick,
bitter firing of the guns that there was to be no monkey business this night.
Shortly after the sirens wailed you could hear the Germans grinding
overhead. In my room, with its black curtains drawn across the windows, you
could feel the shake from the guns.You could hear the boom, crump, crump,
crump, of heavy bombs at their work of tearing buildings apart. They were not
too far away.
‘Half an hour after the firing started I gathered a couple of friends and went
to a high, darkened balcony that gave us a view of a third of the entire circle
of London. As we stepped out onto the balcony a vast inner excitement came
over all of us-an excitement that had neither fear nor horror in it, because it
was too full of awe.
‘You have all seen big fires, but I doubt if you have ever seen the whole
horizon of a city lined with great fires - scores of them, perhaps hundreds.
There was something inspiring just in the awful savagery of it.
‘The closest fires were near enough for us to hear the crackling flames and
the yells of firemen. Little fires grew into big ones even as we watched. Big
ones died down under the firemen's valor, only to break out again later.’
Ernie Pyle, journalist, September 1940

‘About every two minutes a new wave of planes would be over. The motors seemed to
grind rather than roar, and to have an angry pulsation, like a bee buzzing in blind fury.
‘The guns did not make a constant overwhelming din as in those terrible days of
September. They were intermittent - sometimes a few seconds apart, sometimes a
minute or more. Their sound was sharp, near by; and soft and muffled, far away. They
were everywhere over London.
‘Into the dark shadowed spaces below us, while we watched, whole batches of
incendiary bombs fell. We saw two dozen go off in two seconds. They flashed terrifically,
then quickly simmered down to pin points of dazzling white, burning ferociously. These
white pin points would go out one by one, as the unseen heroes of the moment
smothered them with sand. But also, while we watched, other pin points would burn
on, and soon a yellow flame would leap up from the white center. They had done their
work - another building was on fire.
‘The greatest of all the fires was directly in front of us. Flames seemed to whip
hundreds of feet into the air. Pinkish-white smoke ballooned upward in a great cloud,
and out of this cloud there gradually took shape - so faintly at first that we weren't
sure we saw correctly - the gigantic dome of St. Paul's Cathedral.’

29 December 1940

‘What a domestic sort of war this is... it happens in
the kitchen, on landings, beside washing-baskets; it
comes to us without stirring a yard from our own
doorsteps to meet it. Even its catastrophes
are made terrible not by strangeness
but by familiarity.’
John Strachey, Post D: some experiences of an air raid
warden (London: Gollancz, 1941); Digging for Mrs
Miller (New York: Random House, 1941)

Pathé News, ‘Murder from the skies’, 12
September 1940:
‘… bombs were dropped on the Docklands area.
These caused a big fire which, as night fell,
illuminated a wide section of London. In
consequence, Nazi airmen, without a
shadow of doubt, could have picked out
other targets of military importance. But
the Royal Air Force and our ground
defences were inflicting heavy losses on the
attacking air armadas, as many as 99
enemy raiders being brought down in one
day. In their rage at these blows at their
air might, the Nazis threw off all pretence
of confining themselves to military targets,
and the following pictures show that bombs
have been scattered over London without
any distinction of military objectives… In
the East End much damage has been done to business
premises and homes, and the morning after this
occurred the German communiqué said that they
attacked ‘targets of military importance”. “Military
importance”?! Look at it! … “Targets of military
importance” my foot! Any war the Hun has
ever fought has been aimed chiefly at the
civilian.

‘Murder from the skies’

Pathé News, ‘Murder from the
skies’, 12 January 1941:
‘… Then came the deliberate attempt
to burn the City of London to the
ground by viciously calculated
arson… No words can describe
the murderous inferno that
blazes through London…

The slow
violence of
bombing: the
aftermath

Rest Centre, London (Cecil Beaton)

‘On 20th October I was called to Rest
Centre duty as bombed-out East Enders
started arriving: for two months I worked
24 hours on and 24 hours off at Globe Rd
School in Stepney (empty as all the pupils
had been evacuated to the country),
tending to the needs of bombed-out
families who trudged to the school with
what they could salvage from their
destroyed houses. The school, and many
others had been stocked many months
before with tea in chests, sugar in sacks,
tinned food, blankets, mattresses etc. I
remember the cheerfulness of the
Cockneys, who quickly settled in and
were soon even singing. Every morning
we phoned J.Lyons caterers with the
numbers of people and at lunchtime the
desired number of hot meals arrived in an
insulated van. The organisation and
forethought was impressive and helped to
alleviate the suffering of the refugees.’
William Reeks, LCC clerk (aged 18)

Homeless

Forced relocation

Re-navigating the city

Balham, South London, 1940

Re-navigating the city

People checking notices attached to
traffic light giving new locations of
businesses bombed out
9 January 1941

Re-navigating the city

Getting to the office on the morning
after the raid of 10 May 1941
Farringdon Street and Gt Bride Street from
Ludgate Circus.

Re-navigating the city

Re-navigating the city

September 1940: Shop assistants assist ARP staff to clear debris from damaged windows
at Bourne & Hollingsworth's department store in London's West End

Repairs, Elephant and Castle, London
(water and sewage pipes, gas mains and electricity cables
ran under streets are were frequently ruptured by bombs)

Firemen still at work in a bomb-damaged street in London after a Saturday night raid, 1941

Rescue work continued into the morning – and
started again in the evening

ARP wardens and nurses cover up the bodies of children killed in an air raid on a school in Ardgowan Road, Catford, London.
38 children and six teachers died.

Ethel Gabain, War Artist

Bomb Damage Map

4: The Combined Bomber Offensive:
Hamburg and Cologne

4: Firestorms:
Bombing Hamburg and Cologne

‘This is just an “incident”, that
horrible word so expressive of
the attitude of authority to
private tragedy and the
destruction of personal things’
… Do they keep lists in
Germany, I wonder? … There
are, after all women and
children in Hamburg and
Cologne, there are baths and
stair carpets and lampshades in
their houses, civilian things,
civilian life… nothing that ever
happened in London in any way
approached what I saw in
Dortmund on a summer night
last month…’
Group Captain Peter Johnson,
The withered garland: reflections
and doubts of a bomber
[This passage was provoked by Joseph
Bato’s images: example right]

‘Germany was the first country
in which the fury of war from
the sky was comprehensively
and consistently taken to the
point of devastation.’
Jörg Friedrich,The Fire: the bombing of
Germany, 1949-1945

‘No country had been bombed
on the scale Germany was
being bombed.’
Randall Hansen, Fire and fury: the Allied
bombing of Germany, 1942-1945

Tons of bombs dropped on Germany and England

‘The greatest percentage of bombs
dropped in the entire war …
occurred in the war’s final
months, when the war, in the opinion
of most qualified commentators, was
already won.’

‘… area bombing began in full
earnestness only when the tide of war
had already begin to run against
Germany, and it reached its most
devastating proportions when
Germany’s defeat was
recognised to be a matter of
time only - in the last six months of
the war.’

Uta Hohn, ‘The Bomber’s Baedeker: target book for strategic
bombing in economic warfare against German towns, 1943-1945’,
GeoJournal 34 (1994) 213-30

Central Interpretation Unit
RAF Medmenham (near Marlow)

RAF Bomber
Command
Headquarters,
High Wycombe

431/434 Squadrons, RCAF Briefing

US 8th Air Force Bomber Command Briefing, 1942

199 Squadron Briefing, RAF Lakenheath

‘Watching the assembled aircrew … I realised that they were
almost totally untouched by what they had heard… Later I
realised that this was not indifference but an inevitable result of
the new methods of bombing. Targets were now marked by the
Pathfinder Force … and these instructions, to bomb a marker,
introduced a curiously impersonal factor into the act of
dropping huge quantities of bombs. I came to realize that crews
were simply bored by a lot of information about the target.
What concerned them were the details of route and navigation,
which colour Target Indicator they were to bomb and what they
could do to make sure they arrived on time and got home
safely…’
Group-Captain Peter Johnson, The withered garland: reflections and
doubts of a bomber

Mission map and track chart, 29 April 1944, US 8th Air Force

Target maps were ‘sombre things:
inflammable forest and built-up
areas defined as grey blocks and
shaded angular shapes. The only
white marks were the thin rivers
and blobs of lake. The roads were
purple veins so that the whole thing
was like a badly bruised torso.’

USAAF target map
(for bombing by day)

H2S above [from January 1943]
H2X below [from November 1943]

‘This curious war we fought, between sessions at the
White Hart or Saracen’s Head in Lincoln, was something
new in the history of warfare. We saw no enemy, knew
little or nothing of our casualties. The slender effects of
the missing were collected and despatched, the letters
of condolence written, their beds occupied by
replacements.
‘It was a strangely impersonal war. The defences which
threatened us were visible enough, the twinkling of
innumerable shells exploding in the barrage, the probing
fingers of the searchlights, the constant threat of fighters
against whom we had little defence. All these we knew,
but we were not really fighting against them, we were
simply trying to evade them. And our own part in the
fighting was quickly over. In the glare of searchlights,
with the continual winking of anti-aircraft shells, the
occasional thud when one came close and left its vile
smell, what we had to do was search for coloured lights
dropped by our own people, aim our bombs at them
and get away.
Group Captain Peter Johnson, The withered garland:
reflections and doubts of a bomber

‘the aviator’s sense of remoteness from his target...’
LIFE 27 December 1943

‘It’s one good thing about being in an aeroplane
at war, you never touch the enemy. You never
see the whites of their eyes. When we shot a
Messerschmitt ME-109 down, it was shooting an
article down, it wasn’t shooting a person
down…. You drop a four-thousand-pound
cookie and kill a thousand people but you never
see one of them.’
Maurice Flower, RAF Bomber Command

‘Those sparkling lights on the velvet background,
they weren’t people to me, just the target. It’s the
distance and blindness which enabled you to do
these things.’
Harold Nash, RAF Bomber Command

‘As the bombs fell, the fact that I should feel no shock
of personal reaction was in itself a sort of shock.
Perhaps it was an act of such incalculable violence as to
prohibit normal comprehension…
‘What could not be resolved was the contrast of the
bright chaos that seethed four miles below us with the
cold, pale readings on my cockpit dials, the flat laconic
comments of the crew.’
Jack Currie, Lancaster Target

‘… this is my first operational trip. In spite of the
unsuitable surroundings I say a prayer to ask for
forgiveness for killing so many human beings with
the dropping of my bombs.’

Len Bartlett, Bomb-Aimer over Berlin

‘The firestorm was so great that there was little or no smoke from the blazing
city. All of it was picked out in fire like the set piece of a Brock’s
firework display. Streets, boulevards, squares, the whole plan of
the great city made more clear than any target map would ever
show…
‘With a strange reluctance, his thumb came down on the
bombing tit, and with a slight shudder the six one thousand
pound high capacity bombs fell away. “Bombs away.” A look in the
hatch behind him, illuminated as bright as day. “All bombs gone.” A look at the
warning light on the aerial camera, “Bomb doors closed.” As this was done he
thought to himself that at least he had not dropped the target
indicators, as though the bomb did not count. ..
‘If he had not dropped his bombs it would have made no
difference to Dresden, and if they had not gone then someone
else would have. Yet it was these eyes which directed the
bombing run, this right hand which released the bombs. He
switched off the sighting head and the computer box. Checked
all switches off. Refuge in trivialities.’
Alan Card, A bomb aimer’s story

‘The wind [the navigator] wrestled with in his dimly lit, isolated compartment, was a
vector in a triangle of velocities, which it was his business constantly to address and
repeatedly solve. One side of the triangle was course and airspeed, another was track
and ground speed, and the third was wind speed and direction. It was the
relationships among these variables with which he had to deal. The triangle was a tidy
abstraction from a confused, tempestuous and utterly chaotic reality. It was this
triangle of abstractions which, in the tumult of battle above the inferno of a German
city, defined the boundaries and limits of his world.’
Frank Musgrove, Dresden and the Heavy Bombers: An RAF Navigator's Perspective

Dresden

‘A German city was always this, this hellish picture of
flame, gunfire and searchlights, an unreal picture
because we could not hear it or feel its breath.
Sometimes when the smoke rolled back and we saw
streets and buildings I felt startled. Perhaps if we had
seen the white, upturned faces of people, as over
England we sometimes did, our hearts would have
rebelled.’
Don Charlwood, No moon tonight

‘We always felt very vulnerable once the
bomb doors were open. Stupid really, because the
bomb doors were only an eighth of an inch of metal.
They would not stop anything.’
Rex Oldland, bomb-aimer, 455 Squadron

‘The town was erased as
soon as the plans were
made.’
Alexander Kluge, Der Luftangriff
auf Halberstadt
‘Walk anywhere and you’ll catch
yourself calculating out from where
the first cookie [blockbuster bomb]
would fall and blast the buildings
open, let the incendiaries in to lodge
and play.
‘And so you see targets beside
targets: nothing but targets and ghost
craters looping up from the earth,
shock waves of dust and smoke
ringing, crossing. You feel the aerial
photograph staring down at you where
you stand, waiting to wipe you away.’
A.L. Kennedy, Day

‘… a naturally calm, collective body of experts,
setting off on just another job.’

Target for Today: a story of Bomber Command (1942)

‘In the flight and the bombing, in the gradual
purification from troublesome ballast of
reality, such as personal motivation, moral
condemnation of what is to be bombed (moralbombing), in the calculated know-how, the
looking which is replaced by radar control,
etc., there is a formalism. It is not aeroplanes ...
that are flying here; instead, a conceptual
system is flying, a structure of ideas clad in tin.’
Alexander Kluge, Der Luftangriff auf Halberstadt

‘My, but wasn’t it all just a
big, free university – the
university of war – with
HE and armour piercing
and incendiaries, just for a
lark. And so much to find
out: the far edges of
people and the bloody big
doors into nowhere that
you don’t want to know
about.’

The bombers
‘dropped their load
into this abstraction.’
Jörg Friedrich,The Fire

John G. Morris, Picture editor,
Life’s London Bureau

‘I soon discovered what would happen if
we attempted to take a closer look. A set of
photographs arrived one day in the diplomatic pouch
from Stockholm. They showed, in gruesome
detail, the human devastation that Allied
bombs were causing in Berlin: stacks of
bodies awaiting burial, hospital wards
jammed with wounded children. I made up a
packet for New York and headed over to the Ministry
of Information … When it was my turn, I fixed a
perfectly neutral expression on my face and set the
packet before the British censor on duty.
He smiled thinly, opened the packet, and carefully
examined each photo, taking his time and occasionally
backtracking. After he’d gone through the entire
packet he looked up at me, smiled again, and said, in
the clipped, nasal voice preferred by censors, “These
photographs are very interesting. You may
have them back after the war.” It was the
last I ever saw of them.’

‘The air war didn’t happen in the air, as most
of the British and American literature has it;
my book starts at the moment the AngloAmerican literature stops, when the bomb
hits the ground.’
Jörg Friedrich, ‘Bombs Away’,
interview with Noah Isenberg, BookForum,
April/May 2007

Flak Tower, Hamburg

Each concrete bunker could shelter 20,000 people on six levels. There was a Flak (Flugabwehrkanone) antiaircraft battery on the roof (inset). The towers were also built in Berlin,Vienna, Frankfurt and Stuttgart.

PROTECTION
‘The annihilation zone is both temporary and localized. It can be endured in protective spaces,
if they are sealed and numerous, or in remote refuges… Almost half the population needs
bombproof quarters. Only the government can make such spaces available; the state is the
guarantor for the protection of life… The bombing war fetters people to the government. As a
state, the Nazi regime organizes survival; as a regime, it organizes terror against the
capitulators…’
Jörg Friedrich

WEAPON
‘The bomb does not take a
precise path when finding its
target. So the target becomes
whatever the bomb can find a city. No city can be reduced
to ruins with the three
thousand tons of explosives
that a bomber fleet carries,
but incendiary ammunition
can create damage that keeps
feeding upon itself.
Developing this kind of
spreading damage requires
expertise in two fields of
science: fire-raising and radio
navigation. Fire-prevention
engineers and physicists spent
three years developing
systems, techniques and
strategies that could locate
inflammable structures in
settled areas, mark them with
coloured lights, and burn them
to the ground…’
Jörg Friedrich

Hamburg, 1944

Fire hazard map (RAF Bomber Command)

The fire hazard maps are coded red, for areas of high flammability, pink, for areas of medium flammability and purple,
showing industrial areas and docklands.
Areas that have already been destroyed are left blank and numbers are used to mark buildings of special interest.

‘The Germans again and again
missed their chance, ...of setting
our cities ablaze by a concentrated
attack. Coventry was adequately
concentrated in point of space, but
all the same there was little
concentration in point of time, and
nothing like the fire tornadoes of
Hamburg or Dresden ever
occurred in this country. But they
did do us enough damage to teach
us the principle of concentration,
the principle of starting so many
fires at the same time that no fire
fighting services, however
efficiently and quickly they were
reinforced by the fire brigades of
other towns could get them under
control.’

Firestorm

Lancaster bomber over Hamburg, 30/31 January 1943

Keith Lowe, Inferno

Target Indicators and incendiaries being
dropped on Hamburg , 24/5 July 1943

‘Operation Gomorrah’
Hamburg
24 July - 2 August 1943

Hamburg

Hamburg, July 1943

Pathé News, ‘Hamburg hammered’, 12 August 1943:
‘In almost less time than it takes to tell, the cargoes of our bombers
shattered military objectives in the city and started
thousands of fires… much damage of military importance
was done ... no less than seven square miles of
Hamburg were laid in ruins...
‘Defences made desperate attempts to ward off the
terror raining down from the skies. Down there is a
pyrotechnic display the like of which has never before
been seen… In one week the total tonnage of bombs
dropped on Germany, particularly Hamburg, by
aircraft operating from Britain exceeded 12,000
tons….
‘Neutral sources report that in eight heavy Allied raids
on Hamburg more than 58,000 people lost their lives
and 180,000 lost their jobs. That’s nearly a quarter of
a million German war workers less than a week ago: a
brilliant tribute to Allied knights of the air.’

‘The news from Hamburg is simply beyond the grasp of the imagination
– streets of boiling asphalt into which the victims sank and were boiled
alive, veritable cities of ruins, which cover the dead and surround those
still alive like some jagged stone martyr’s crown. The talk is of 200,000
dead.
‘I am not one who believes everything he is told. I much prefer seeing
the thing for myself. And I think that in this case what I have seen with
my own eyes suffices.
‘I have heard a great deal about the completely wild and disoriented
behaviour of people in Hamburg as the city burned, stories of amnesia,
stories of people wandering through the streets in the pyjamas they had
on when they fled from their houses, crazy-eyed, carrying an empty bird
cage, with no memory of a yesterday, and no idea of a tomorrow….
‘Another report I heard was that the fire-storm created by the immense
conflagration sucked up into it all the oxygen, suffocating people who
were far away from the actual flames, and that the rain of phosphorus
broiled the corpses of grown men and women into tiny, child-sized
mummies, so that countless women are now wandering about the
country, their homes in ruins, carrying with them these ghastly relics.
Friedrich Reck-Malleczewen: Diary of a Man in Despair

‘As I heard these harrowing
descriptions [of the air raids on
Hamburg] from individuals or
read them in documents, I could
not help thinking back to the calm
atmosphere of flight planning in
my operations room at the time
of the Hamburg battle…’
Peter Johnson

Cologne
30/31 May
1942

15/16 October 1942
26/27 February 1943
16/17 June 1943
28/29 June 1943
4/5 July 1943
8/9 July 1943
2 March 1945

Cologne/Köln, November 1944

(Arthur Harris’s Blue Book, RAF Bomber Command)

‘A usable language of
destruction’
Cologne as ‘a model of
destruction’ so
comprehensively
destroyed that maps
were no longer needed
because the streets,
squares and parks had
ceased to exist.
Janet Flanner, ‘Letter from Cologne’,
New Yorker, 19 March 1945

‘The first impression was that of silence and emptiness. When
we stopped the jeep you heard nothing, you saw no movement down
the great deserted avenues lined with empty stone boxes. We looked
vainly for people. In a city of 700,000 no one now seemed alive. But
there were people, perhaps some 120,000 of them. They had gone
underground. They live and work in a long series of
cellars, “mouseholes”, cut from one house to the next.’
Sidney Olson,TIME, 19 March 1945

As you approached the centre of Cologne, you saw only ‘a
white sea of rubble, faceless and featureless in the bright
sunlight’ like ‘the sprawling skeleton of a giant
animal.’
New Statesman, 14 July 1945

Years later, when W.G. Sebald asked him about it, all Solly
Zuckerman could remember was a surreal still life, ‘the image of
the blackened cathedral rising from the stony desert
around it, and the memory of a severed finger that he
had found on a heap of rubble.’

The surreality of war from the air

Margaret Bourke-White

Margaret Bourke-White, Leipzig, 1945

